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Introduction$to$concepts$&$terminology$
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big data

e-science
e-infrastructure

biomedical research



Biomedical$Data$=$varied$

(Living) 
Body, Tissue 

Sensor 

Data 
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Trend:$More$Bytes$

•  More'data'

•  Larger'data'

•  More'details'

•  More'types'

•  More'scales'
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Trend:$More$Complex$

•  Sophisticated'
technology'

•  Data'analysis'no'longer'
possible'by'“eye”'

•  Involves'various'
experts'
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Trend:$Global$(Physical)$

•  Collaborative'

•  Distributed'

•  Shared'
Uni Lund 

SIVECO 

Uni Oxford 

Uni Madrid, Uni Malaga 

Uni Amsterdam,  Philips 

FORTH, Uni  Hosp Crete ,  
ICCS - NTU  Athens ,  Biovista 

Uni  Hamburg , Uni  Hosp Saarland, IFOMIS 
Fraunhofer (IBMT,  AiS ), Uni   Hannover 

PSNC  Poznan 
J. Bordet  Institute ,  Custodix , Uni Namur  

INRIA,  HealthGrid , ERCIM  
SIB Lausanne   

Uni Hokkaido 
Advancing Clinical Genomics Trials 

http://eu-acgt.org/ 

DigiBob 
Breast Cancer Screening 
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Trend:$Global$(Modeling)$

•  Distributed'

•  Integrated'

•  Collaborative'

CYTRON 
www.cyttron.org 

Jouke Dijsktra 

Common Visualization Platform 

100 nm 

single particle 
Cryo-EM  

MRM 

AFM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Light microscopy 

1 Å 1 nm 10 nm 1 µm 10 µm 

 
 

X-ray 
crystallography 

NMR 

NSOM 
In vivo 

In vitro 
0.1 mm 

Electron  
tomography 
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Trend:$Global$(Systems$Level)$

•  Integrative'

•  Collaborative'
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(Biomedical)$Research$is$getting$complex$

Data acquisition 

data&

data&

Data Analysis  
and Statistics 

Data acquisition 
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Summary$
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big data

e-sciencee-infrastructure

biomedical research

complex data

large data

varied data

collaborative

distributed

complex analysis
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“Big$Science”?$

•  large0scale'scientific'research'consisting'of'projects'funded'
usually'by'a'national'government'or'group'of'governments'
[Merriam0Webster]'
–  Big'machines'

–  Big'staffs'
–  Big'data'
–  Big'budgets'

•  Notable'examples'

–  LHC'Experiment'

–  Human'Genome'

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Science 
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Example$1:$LHC$Experiment$

•  Large'Hadron'Collider,'CERN'

•  funded'by'and'built'in'collaboration''

–  with'over'10,000'scientists'and'engineers,'

–  over'100'countries,'hundreds'of'universities'and'laboratories'

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Large_Hadron_Collider 

The Higgs boson or Higgs particle 
is an elementary particle initially 
theorised in 1964, and tentatively 
confirmed to exist on 14 March 
2013. 
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Example$2:$Human$Genome$Project$

•  13'years'(199002003)'

•  3'billion'DNA'
subunits'(bases)'

'

•  Data'analysis'
continues'today…'

http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human_Genome 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Genome_Project 
 

Nobel prize in  
physiology or medicine for 2002:  
Sydney Brenner,  
John Sulston,  
Robert Horvitz 
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“Big$Data”?$

•  The'term'"Big'Data"'was'coined'by'Haseeb'Budhani,'
presently'founder'and'CEO'of'BubblewrApp,'in'2008'while'
at'Infineta'Systems.'

•  "Big'Data"'caught'on'quickly'as'a'blanket'term'for'any'
collection'of'data'sets'so'large'and'complex'that'it'becomes'
difficult'to'process'using'on0hand'database'management'
tools'or'traditional'data'processing'applications.'

•  The'challenges'include'capture,'curation,'storage,'search,'
sharing,'transfer,'analysis'and'visualization.''
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_data 
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http://www.ibmbigdatahub.com/sites/default/files/infographic_file/4-Vs-of-big-data.jpg 



Think/discuss$about$

•  Other'examples'of'“Big”'projects/data/problems'that'you'
know'

•  In'which'aspect'are'them'“Big”?'

–  Data,'staff,'computing,'modeling'complexity,…'?'

'
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Summary$
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big data

e-science
e-infrastructure

biomedical research

complex data

large data

varied data

collaborative

distributed

complex analysis
big science volume

velocity

variety

veracity



Big$Science/Data$require$$
Big$IT$Infrastructure$

•  Capacity'

•  Management'

•  Collaboration'

In
tro
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eSScience$

•  Global'collaborations'in'key'areas'of'science'and'the'next'
generation'of'infrastructure'that'will'enable'it'
–  John'Taylor,'UK'
–  2000'

•  Enhanced'

•  Enabled'

'

'
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eSScience$

•  Various'“definitions..”'
–  Computationally'intensive'science'that'is'carried'out'in'highly'

distributed'network'environments'

–  Science'that'uses'immense'data'sets'that'require'high'performance'
computing,'such'as'grids'and'supercomputers.'

–  New'methods'based'on'the'shared'use'of'ICT'tools'and'resources'
across'different'disciplines'and'technology'domains.'

•  Various'initiatives'
–  UK,'Sweden,'Netherlands'

–  US'
–  Microsoft'
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-Science 



Videos:$eSscience$

•  Tony'Hey,'Microsoft
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knDTankoTso'

•  From'0:00'–'1:10'min'

•  Ocean'science'

•  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2b_aKz65kw'

•  From'00:00'–'1:20'
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eSScience$is$a$research$field$
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Guarujá, SP, Brazil, from 20th – 24th October 2014 



eSScience$exists$in$NL$ http://esciencecenter.nl/ 
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eSScience$in$the$Medical$field$
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Life Sciences Project
 

Translational Research IT (TraIT)
 
Project Leader: Dr. Jan-Willem Boiten, Center for Translational Molecular
Medicine (CTMM)
 
Partnering Organizations: VUmc, UMC Utrecht, Maastricht UMC, Erasmus
MC, CTMM, Parelsnoer Institute, NBIC, Netherlands e-Science Center,
Dutch Cancer Society, Dutch Heart Foundation, Philips Research
 
 
TraIT (Translational Research IT) is a Dutch national consortium initiated by
CTMM (Center for Translational Molecular Medicine) to implement an IT
infrastructure for translational research. Across all major disease domains
subject to translational research (oncology, cardiovascular, Alzheimer, etc.) 
the research projects all share the same basic design, i.e. correlating the
variation in disease outcome between patients to variations in underlying
biology as observed in the research laboratory. The ultimate aim is to develop
diagnostics and treatments targeted at the individual patient.
The phenomenal size of the datasets produced in translational research
programs and their distribution over different research laboratories and clinics
require an informatics infrastructure that allows for a seamless integration and
exchange of large amounts of data as well as for complex data analysis. TraIT
aims to address this challenge by establishing an IT infrastructure that
facilitates translational research logistics, data management, data integration,
and data analysis at a national level, as well as being the Dutch hub in
international networks. The project aims to adopt and adapt existing point
solutions rather than embarking on major software development projects.
Key project objectives:

Provide a sustainable and scalable translational research information
infrastructure that allows industry and public organizations to share and
disseminate data and analyses.

Provide accessible, high-quality powerful tools to allow scientists to interact
and explore a unified translational medicine research space.

The budget of the CTMM-TraIT project is 16 M € until end of 2014
 

 

Project Highlights:
 
Sharing translational research data
based allows researchers in dispersed
research centers to combine and jointly
analyze their data, and  to develop
more personalized healthcare in
disease areas such as cancer and
cardiovascular research.
 
Whilst the TraIT project is very
ambitious aiming to develop a
nationally accessible IT infrastructure
for translational research, the project
set-up is also very flexible and will build
in small steps towards this ultimate
goal using the motto: think big, start
small, act now.
 
Data production, the starting point for
any data integration effort, requires
often complicated and lengthy
workflows. Therefore TraIT  also aims
to support these workflows with
integrated data pipelines feeding the
research data into the TraIT data
analysis environment.
 
 
 

 

Priority Areas

Project Portfolio

Project Calls
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eSscience$is$done$on$eSinfrastructures$

Resources$

•  Data'(acquisition,'storage)'

•  Computing'

•  Networks'

•  Visualization'

•  Labs'

•  People'

'

'

Characteristics$

•  Large'

•  Distributed'

•  Advanced'

•  Shared'

'
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eSinfrastructure$/$cyberinfrastructure$

•  enable'researchers'in'different'locations'across'the'world'to'
collaborate'in'the'context'of'their'home'institutions'or'in'
national'or'multinational'scientific'initiatives.''

•  Scientists'can'work'together'by'having'shared'access'to'
unique'or'distributed'scientific'facilities'(including'data,'
instruments,'computing'and'communications).''

•  e0infrastructures'have'not'only'become'necessary'to'deal'
with'increased'complexity'in'tackling'scientific'challenges,'
but'also'as'a'strategic'tool'for'fostering'collaborative'
innovation'globally.''
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Videos$

•  Belief'project'(10'min)'

•  Creative'Connections:'an'Introduction'to'Europe’s'e0
infrastructures'

•  http://www.youtube.com/user/BeliefProject'
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eSinfrastructures$

•  NL'

•  Europe'

•  US'

•  Global'
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Horizon$2020$

escience,&AMC&GS,&Day&1,&Lecture&3,&Olabarriaga,&2014&30&
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/e-infrastructure/docs/framework-for-action-in-h2020_en.pdf 



eSscience$infrastructures$in$NL$

https://www.surfsara.nl 
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Summary$
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big data

e-sciencee-infrastructure

biomedical research

complex data

large data

varied data

collaborative

distributed

complex analysis
big science volume

velocity

variety

veracity

data-intensive

collaborative

compute-intensive

data

computing

network



Exercise$(2$hours$in$total)$

•  Define'some'keywords'of'interest'

•  Google'(for'general'information)'

•  Google'scholar'(for'publications)'

•  Select'3'articles'

•  Read'abstract,'browse'through'the'articles'

•  Goal:'check'what'is'out'there'before'choosing'the'search'
terms'for'PUBMED.'This'will'help'you'select'terms'that'are'
more'linked'to'your'interests.''
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